Minutes from Protective Coatings Quarterly Conference Call on 11/5/14

Attendees: Wayne Fleming (VA DOT); Katheryn Malusky (AASHTO); Derrick Castle (KY); Winson King (KY); Paul Vinik (FL); David Caillet (LA); Jason Davis (LA); Greg Girard (Valspar)

- Status Update: There are 3 SSC systems, one of which is applied and in test by now. The other two are getting scheduled for application. There are 4 CCS; in the process of applying the finish coat for the last system today.
- Derrick chose not to open a submission cycle this fall due to the delay with the products from the spring submission cycle. There will be two submission cycles in 2015. The first submission cycle will be open prior to the 2015 NTPEP meeting.
- The current CCS work plan does not allow back rolling of the film forming coatings systems. Do the TC members have a problem with this? Derrick allowed for this to happen this year. This process is used to ensure filling of any holes. Every test specimen is treated the same, sprayed and then back rolled. VA DOT does not see a problem with doing this.
- A usage guide will need to be developed for concrete coatings. This will include the requirements needing to be included in product data sheets.
- Derrick wants to know if anyone has any changes needing to be made to the CCS or SSC work plans. Winston indicated there are some editorial changes needing to be made- size of panel needs to be changed to a 10x10 panel. TC members should submit any revisions they have to Derrick by the end of the day tomorrow.
- ASTM D4095 will be added to the concrete coatings work plan. The lab will be performing this test on the products submitted in 2014. The analytical results published will contain these results.